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Abstract

Process coordination problems have been extensively addressed in the context of sequential consistency.

However, modern multiprocessors present a large variety of memory models that are anything but sequentially

consistent. In these machines, the ordering constraints on memory accesses are few. We re-address two

fundamental process coordination problems in the context of weak memory models. We prove that many

models cannot support a solution to the critical section problem without additional powerful synchronization

primitives. Nevertheless, we show that certain versions of the producer/consumer problem can be solved even

in the weakest models without the need for such powerful instructions. These instructions are expensive,

and avoiding their use is desirable for better performance.

1 Introduction

We readdress fundamental process coordination problems in the context of weak memory consistency models.

These problems have been extensively studied in the context of sequential consistency [17]. However, modern

multiprocessors present a large variety of memory models that are anything but sequentially consistent.

Relaxed memory consistency models increase the challenge of solving various coordination problems. The

relaxation of ordering constraints on memory accesses in these models makes reasoning about concurrency

a subtle and involved issue.

Algorithms that coordinate processes via critical sections have long been known for sequentially consistent

systems [23, 18, 21, 22, 6]. However, many weaker memory models cannot provide this coordination through

only read and write operations. Therefore, multiprocessors come equipped with additional basic operations

which make synchronization possible. The use of synchronization primitives, however, incurs substantial

additional execution time. So we are motivated to keep the use of strong primitives to a minimum. Hence

we need to determine what kinds of coordination problems can be solved on common memory models using

just read and write operations.

In a companion paper, we de�ne a formal framework for specifying memory consistency models [14]. In

this paper, we use that formalism to address fundamental process coordination problems for some memory

consistency models where constraints on orderings of memory accesses are weaker than those guaranteed by

sequential consistency. Speci�cally, this paper determines the possibility or impossibility of solving the critical

section problem and versions of the producer/consumer [6] problem without using strong synchronization

primitives on SPARC multiprocessors (with memory models Total Store Order and Partial Store Order)[24]

and on common weak memory models from the literature (including coherence [12], Pipelined-RAM [20],

Goodman's processor consistency [12]).

Investigating process coordination problems in weak memory models was triggered by the Georgia

Tech. team [4] when they proved that Peterson's mutual exclusion algorithm [22] is correct for Proces-
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sor Consistency{Goodman's de�nition (PC-G) and Lamport's Bakery algorithm [16] is not. In this paper,

we give a more general result. We prove that it is impossible to solve mutual exclusion in a PC-G system

with only single-writer objects.

Leslie Lamport proposed an interesting method to derive synchronization primitives from the correctness

proof of an algorithm [19]. However, the method is not optimal in the sense that it may derive more

synchronization than required.

The team at Stanford investigated constrained programming styles or techniques for labeling memory

accesses so that proper synchronization is guaranteed [10, 9, 1, 11]. In particular, the notion of properly

labeled programs (PLP) emerged. Memory accesses are classi�ed as ordinary or special. Special accesses

are further classi�ed as competing and non-competing. Further classi�cations were also proposed. The

point behind PLP is to label all accesses in a program according to their actual categories. This will allow

the underlying architecture, for example, to execute special instructions in a constrained manner, while

ordinary instructions may be reordered in ways that best suit performance optimization. The labeling is

to be performed by the programmer and to be exploited by the compiler for automatic synchronization

generation.

Another programmer-oriented approach was developed at Wisconsin-Madison [1, 2, 3], the Sequential

Consistency Normal Form (SCNF). Their notion of Data Race Free (DRF) programs is very similar to that

of PLP1. This approach develops a programming style and then suggests how to tailor the hardware to

support it. Attiya, Chaudhuri, and Friedman have taken a complementary approach, which �rst speci�es

the memory consistency model and then develops a programming style [5].

PLP and DRF models are interesting approaches. However, unfortunately, not all information is available

to the programmer statically. Most of the time, programmers have to make conservative decisions which

lead to unnecessary synchronization. Our approach gives programmers an insight of what problems can be

solved without explicit synchronization (i.e., with only ordinary instructions).

Section 2 reviews the basic concepts of our framework and restates the de�nitions of the memory con-

sistency models referred to in this paper. Section 3 examines the ability of these models to support mutual

exclusion. Section 4 examines the ability of these models to solve some producer/consumer problems. Our

contributions are summarized in Section 5.

2 Memory Consistency Models

In this section, we summarize the concepts used in our framework and de�ne the memory consistency

models referred to in subsequent sections. For a comprehensive presentation and justi�cation of de�nitions,

the reader is referred to the companion paper [14].

An action is a 4-tuple (op, obj, in, out) where \op" is an operation, \obj" is an object name, and \in"

and \out" are sequences of parameters 2. An action o = (op, obj, in, out) can be decomposed into the two

matching components, (op, obj, in), called the action-invocation and denoted invoc(o), and (op, obj, out),

called the matching action-response and denoted resp(o). A (sequential data) object is speci�ed by a set of

sequences of actions. A sequence of actions is valid for object x if and only if it is in the speci�cation of x.

A process is a sequence of action-invocations. A process computation is the sequence of actions created

from a process execution by augmenting each invocation in the process sequence with its matching response.

A (multiprocess) system, (P; J), is a collection P of processes and a collection J of objects, such that each

action-invocation of each process p in P is applied to an object in J . A system computation is a collection

of process computations, one for each p in P .

Let (P; J) be a multiprocess system, and O be all the actions in a computation of this system. Ojp
denotes all the actions o 2 O that are in the process computation of p in P . Ojx are all the actions that are

applied to object x in J . For the de�nition of some memory consistency models it is necessary to distinguish

the actions that change (write) a shared object from those that only inspect (read) a shared object. Let

Ow be that subset of O consisting of those actions in O that update a shared object, and Or be that subset

1The two teams, in fact, joined their work together; see [9] for example.
2The action (op, obj, in, out) means that the operation \op" with input parameters \in" is applied to the object \obj"

yielding the output parameters \out".
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consisting of the actions that only inspect a shared object. There are also some consistency models that

provide other classes of actions. These are de�ned as needed.

Given any collection of actions O on a set of objects J , a linearization of O is a linear order3 (O;<L)

such that for each object x 2 J , the subsequence (Ojx;<L) of (O;<L) is valid for x. De�ne the partial order

(O;
prog
�!), called the program order, as follows. Action o1 program-precedes o2, denoted o1

prog
�!o2, if and only

if invoc(o2) follows invoc(o1) in the de�nition of process p. De�ne weak program order, denoted
weak�prog
�! ,

by o1
weak�prog
�! o2 if o1

prog
�!o2 and either 1) at least one of fo1; o2g is a synchronization action, or 2) 9o0 such

that o0 is a synchronization action and o1
prog
�!o0

prog
�!o2, or 3) o1 and o2 are to the same object.

A (memory) consistency condition is a set of constraints on system computations. A computation C

satis�es some consistency condition D if the computation meets all the constraints of D. A system provides

memory consistencyD if every computation that can arise from the system satis�es the consistency condition

D. In the following de�nitions, A computation C satis�es some consistency condition D if the computation

meets all the conditions of D. A system provides memory consistency D if every computation that can arise

from the system satis�es the consistency condition D.

Following are the de�nitions for sequential consistency (SC) [17], coherence [12], Ahamad et al. 's interpre-

tation of Pipelined-RAM (P-RAM-A) [20, 4], our interpretation of Pipelined-RAM (P-RAM) [20, 14], Good-

man's processor consistency (PC-G) [12], weak ordering (WO) [7], coherent weak ordering (WOcoherent),

SPARC total store ordering (TSO) and partial store ordering (PSO) [24].

Let O be all the actions of a computation C of the multiprocess system (P; J). Then C is SC if there is

a linearization (O;<L) such that (O;
prog
�!) � (O;<L).

Let O be all the actions of a computation C of the multiprocess system (P; J). Then E is coherent if

for each object x 2 J there is some linearization (Ojx;<Lx) satisfying (Ojx;
prog
�!) � (Ojx;<Lx).

Let O be all the actions of a computation C of the multiprocess system (P; J). Then E is P-RAM-A if

for each process p 2 P there is a linearization (Ojp[Ow ; <Lp) satisfying (Ojp[Ow ;
prog
�!) � (Ojp[Ow ; <Lp).

Let O be all the actions of a computation C of the multiprocess system (P; J). Then C is P-RAM if for

each process p 2 P there is a linearization (Ojp[Ow; <Lp) satisfying 1) (Ojp[Ow;
prog
�!) � (Ojp[Ow; <Lp),

and 2) for any m � 1 and for all wp0 ; wp1 ; : : : ; wpm 2 Ow, where wpi is a write by process pi 2 P , if

wp0 <Lp1
wp1 <Lp2

wp2 <Lp3
: : : <Lpm

wpm then wp0 <Lp0
wpm .

Let O be all the actions of a computation C of a multiprocess system (P; J). Then C is PC-G if for

each process p 2 P there is a linearization (Ojp[Ow; <Lp) satisfying 1) (Ojp[Ow;
prog
�!) � (Ojp[Ow; <Lp),

and 2) 8q 2 P and 8x 2 J (Ow \ Ojx;<Lp) = (Ow \ Ojx;<Lq ).

Let O be all the actions of a computation C of a multiprocess system (P; J). Then C is WO if for

each process p 2 P there is some linearization (Ojp [Ow; <Lp) satisfying 1) (Ojp [Ow;
weak�prog
�! ) � (Ojp [

Ow; <Lp), and 2) 8q 2 P (Ow \ Osynch; <Lp) = (Ow \ Osynch; <Lq).

Let O be all the actions of a computation C of a multiprocess system (P; J). Then E is WOcoherent if

for each process p 2 P there is some linearization (Ojp [Ow; <Lp) satisfying the two conditions of WO and

8q 2 P and 8x 2 J (Ow jx;<Lp) = (Ow jx;<Lq).

In the following, (A ] B) denotes the disjoint union of sets A and B, and if x 2 A \ B then the copy of

x in A is denoted xA and the copy of x in B is denoted xB . Let Oa denote the set of swap atomic actions

and Osb denote the set of store barrier actions provided by the SPARC architecture [24]. Let Or denote the

set of actions with read semantics. Then, Ow \ Or = Oa.

Let O be all the actions of a computation C of the multiprocess system (P; J). Then C is TSO if

there exists a total order (Ow;
writes
�! ) such that (Ow ;

prog
�!) � (Ow;

writes
�! ) and 8p 2 P there is a total order

(Ojp ] Ow;
mergep
�! ), satisfying:

1. (Ojp;
prog
�!) = (Ojp;

mergep
�! ), and

2. (Ow;
writes
�! ) = (Ow ;

mergep
�! ), and

3. if w 2 (Ojp \ Ow) then wOjp

mergep
�! wOw , and

3A linear order is an irreexive partial order (S;R) such that 8x; y 2 S x 6= y, either xRy or yRx.
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4. ((Ojp ] Ow)n(Oinvisiblep [ Omemwritesp);
mergep
�! ) is a linearization, where

Oinvisiblep = fw j w 2 (OwnOjp) \ Ojx ^ 9w0 2 Ojx \ Ojp \ Ow ^w0
Ojp

mergep
�! w

mergep
�! w0Owg

Omemwritesp = fwOw j w 2 Ojp \Owg, and

5. let w 2 (Ojp \ Ow) and a 2 (Ojp \Oa), if w
prog
�!a, then wOw

mergep
�! a, and if a

prog
�!w, then a

mergep
�! wOjp

Let O be all the actions resulting from a computation C of the multiprocess system (P; J). Then C is

PSO if there exists a total order (Ow ;
writes
�! ) such that 8x, (Ow \Ojx;

prog
�!) � (Ow \Ojx;

writes
�! ) and 8p 2 P

there is a total order (Ojp]Ow ;
mergep
�! ), satisfying items 1 through 4 of TSO and (5) if sb 2 (Ojp\Osb) and

w, u 2 (Ojp \ Ow) and w
prog
�! sb

prog
�! u, then wOw

mergep
�! uOw .

These de�nitions are given assuming that the multiprocess system terminates. They can be extended so

that they apply to long-lived systems. Let O be all actions of some �nite computation C of a system (P; J).

To establish that C satis�es consistency condition D, we must provide a set of sequences S, each composed

of actions in O, that satisfy the constraints of D. Call such an S a set of satisfying sequences of (C;D). A

sequence s extends ŝ if ŝ is a pre�x of s. Let fCpg and fĈpg be sets of process computations. A computation

C =
S
p2P fCpg extends Ĉ =

S
p2P fĈpg if 8p 2 P , Cp extends Ĉp.

An in�nite computation C satis�es consistency condition D if 8p 2 P and for every �nite pre�x Ĉp of

Cp, there is a �nite pre�x Ĉq of Cq 8q 6= p, such that Ĉ =
S
p2P fĈpg satis�es D. Furthermore, for any

�nite ~C =
S
p2P f

~Cpg that (1) extends Ĉ and (2) satis�es D and (3) 8p 2 P , ~Cp is a �nite pre�x of Cp, ~C

has satisfying sequences ~S such that there exists satisfying sequences Ŝ for (Ĉ;D) and 8~s 2 ~S , ~s extends a

unique ŝ in Ŝ .
We illustrate this via an example. Consider Computation 1 where the 1 superscript indicates an in�nite

repetition of the action r(x)0.

Computation 1

�
p : [r(x)0]1

q : w(x)1

In this computation, for any �nite pre�x of Cq , there is a a �nite pre�x of Cp such that the resulting

�nite computation satis�es SC, say. In particular, Cp is [r(x)0]m where m is �nite, and Cq is w(x)1.

Moreover, [r(x)0]m w(x)1 is a linearization satisfying SC. However, any �nite pre�x of this computation of

size n > m+1 can not extend the above linearization and maintain validity at the same time. More precisely,

[r(x)0]m w(x)1 [r(x)0]n�m�1 is not SC. Thus, Computation 1 is not SC.

3 Critical Section Problem

In the critical section problem (CSP)[23], a set of processes coordinate to share a resource. We investigate

minimum requirements for memory models to be able to provide a solution to CSP without the use of strong

synchronization primitives.

We assume each process has the following structure:

repeat

<remainder>

<entry>

<critical section>

<exit>

until false

Given the multiprocess system (P; J), a solution to the critical section problem must satisfy the following

properties:

� Mutual Exclusion: At any time there is at most one p 2 P in its <critical section>.

� Progress: If at least on process is in <entry>, then eventually one will be in <critical section>.
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� Fairness: If p 2 P is in <entry>, then p will eventually be in <critical section>.

Now, we turn to some impossibilities concerning CSP. First, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 A P-RAM-A (and hence a P-RAM) system (P; J) with only single-writer objects satis�es PC-

G.

Proof: Let <Lp be a linearization for p 2 P of (Ojp [ Ow) that is guaranteed by P-RAM-A. Similarly, let

<Lq be a linearization for q 2 P of (Ojq [Ow). Since, for any object x 2 J , there is only one processor, say

r, that writes to x, and both <Lp and <Lq have all these writes to x in the program order of r, the order of

the writes to x in <Lp is the same as the order of the writes to x in <Lq . Therefore, the de�nition of PC-G

is satis�ed.

We will use the partial computations 2, 3, and 4 de�ned as follows.

Computation 2

�
p : o

p
1
; o

p
2
; :::; o

p
k (p is in its < critical section >)

q : �

where � denotes the empty sequence and o
p
i denotes the ith operation of p.

Computation 3

�
p : �

q : o
q
1
; o

q
2
; :::; o

q
l (q is in its < critical section >)

Computation 4

�
p : o

p
1
; o

p
2
; :::; o

p
k (p is in its < critical section >)

q : o
q
1
; o

q
2
; :::; o

q
l (q is in its < critical section >)

Claim 3.2 There is no algorithm even for two processes that solves CSP in any of the following systems:

1. a PC-G system with only single-writer objects.

2. a system that is only P-RAM and coherent but not PC-G4.

3. a TSO system without the use of swap-atomic instructions, or a PSO system without the use of store-

barrier instructions.

Proof: For any of these systems, (fp; qg; J), assume for the sake of contradiction that there is a mutual

exclusion algorithm A that solves CSP. If A runs with p in < entry > and with q in < remainder >, then

by the Progress property, p must enter its < critical section > producing a partial computation of the form

of Computation 2. Similarly, if A runs with q in < entry > and without p participating, a computation of

the form of Computation 3 results. The existence of computations 2 and 3 is used to build a computation

of the form of Computation 4. Then, this computation is shown to satisfy the de�nition of each one of these

systems. Hence Computation 4 is a possible computation of A. However, in Computation 4 both p and q are

in their critical sections simultaneously, contradicting the requirement that A satis�es Mutual Exclusion.

1. Let (o
p
1
; :::; o

p
k)((o

q
1
; :::; o

q
l )jw)

5 be a total order of (Ojp[Ow) and let (o
q
1
; :::; o

q
l )((o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k)jw) be a total

order of (Ojq[Ow). Clearly each preserves
prog
�! and satis�es condition 2 of the P-RAM de�nition. Also,

each is a linearization because the �rst part corresponds to a possible computation, and the second part

contains only writes. Therefore, Computation 4 is P-RAM. However, by Lemma 3.1, Computation 4

is also PC-G if it uses only single-writer objects.

2. As shown in item 1, Computation 4 is P-RAM. To prove that Computation 4 is coherent, let o
p
j be the

�rst write to object x by p. Then,

(op
1
; :::; o

p
j�1)jx (oq

1
; :::; o

q
l )jx (opj ; :::; o

p

k)jx is a total order on Ojx that clearly preserves
prog
�!. Each of the

segments (o
p
1
; :::; o

p
j�1)jx, (o

p
j ; :::; o

p

k)jx and (o
q
1
; :::; o

q

l )jx occur in a possible computation; the �rst two

are concatenated before there has been any write to x by p and the �rst operation of the last segment is

a write to x, which obliterates any previous change to x by q. Therefore the sequence is a linearization

of Ojx, showing that Computation 4 is coherent.

4A system that is both P-RAM and coherent is not necessarily PC-G [14].
5(o

q
1
; :::; o

q

l
)jw denotes the subsequence of o

q
1
; :::; o

q

l
such that every o

q
i
in the subsequence is in Ow. Similarly, (o

q
1
; :::; o

q

l
)jx

denotes the subsequence of o
q
1
; :::; o

q

l
such that every o

q
i
in the subsequence is in Ojx.
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3. To see that Computation 4 satis�es TSO, we imagine a situation where p and q enter their critical

sections before the contents of their write-bu�ers are committed to main memory. Speci�cally, let

(Ow;
writes
�! ) be (op

1
; :::; o

p
k; o

q
1
; :::; o

q
l )jw which clearly preserves

prog
�!. Let

mergep
�! be o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k; (o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k;

o
q
1
; :::; o

q
l )jw, and

mergeq
�! be o

q
1
; :::; o

q
l ; (o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k; o

q
1
; :::; o

q
l )jw, conditions 1, 2, 3, and 5 of TSO are

obviously satis�ed. Condition 4, follows because, for p, ((Ojp ] Ow)n(Oinvisiblep [ Omemwritesp) =

o
p
1
; :::; o

p
k which is clearly a linearization since it is Computation 2, and similarly for q.

Observe that none of the arguments in Claim 3.2 depends on the Fairness property, so the systems listed

there cannot even support an unfair solution for CSP. A second observation follows after recalling that

Peterson's Algorithm [22], which uses multi-writer registers, is a correct solution for the CSP even for PC-G

[4]. However, Claim 3.2(1) establishes that CSP is impossible in PC-G with single-writer objects.

Corollary 3.3 In a PC-G system, multi-writer objects cannot be implemented from single-writer objects.

For the rest of the systems in Claim 3.2, the proof did not assume single-writer objects. Therefore, the

impossibilities apply even to multi-writer objects.

If CSP cannot be solved in a model A, then it cannot be solved in any model that is strictly weaker than

A. The following Corollary needs no proof.

Corollary 3.4 There is no algorithm even for two processes that solves CSP in any of the following systems:

P-RAM-A, WO with only ordinary actions, or WOcoherent with only ordinary actions.

4 Producer/Consumer Problem

Producer/Consumer [6] objects are frequently used for process coordination. The producer is a process that

produces items and places them in a shared structure. A consumer is a process which removes these items

from the structure. We distinguish two structures whose solution requirements vary: the set structure where

the order of consumption is insigni�cant, and the queue structure where items are consumed in the same

order as that in which they were produced.

Producers and consumers are assumed to have the following forms:

producer:

repeat

<entry>

<producing>

<exit>

until false

consumer:

repeat

<entry>

<consuming>

<exit>

until false

Note that the form of the producer and consumer processes assumes in�nite computations. We denote the

producer/consumer queue problem as PmCn-queue where m and n are respectively the number of producer

and consumer processes. Similarly the producer/consumer set problem is denoted PmCn-set.

A solution to PmCn-set must satisfy the following:

� Safety: There is a one-to-one correspondence between produced and consumed items.

� Progress: If a producer (respectively consumer) is in<entry>, then it will eventually be in<producing>

((respectively <consuming>) and subsequently in <exit>.

A solution to PmCn-queue must satisfy Safety, Progress, and the following property:

� Order: consumers consume items in the same order as that in which the items were produced.
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4.1 Queue Problem

Figure 1 shows a single-writer P1C1-queue algorithm, ALGS . Let an item it be composed of k bits, it is

encoded such that the actual data is composed of k�1 bits. The kth bit is used for implicit synchronization.

So initially, items are initialized to ? concatenated with bit 0. We also denote the complement of bit b as �b.

We will prove that ALGS is correct for any system that is only WO. Our proof assumes that the arrays P

and C are a single cell each (n = 1). The extension to the general case is straightforward but more tedious.

We refer to the producer and consumer processes by p and c respectively. To simplify notation, we will pay

no attention to the k � 1 data bits written or read in ALGS . What really matters is the value of the kth

synchronizing bit. In the following, oip indicates that action o is performed by p in its ith iteration. Let

rip(P)b be p's read of line (1), and wi
p(P)

�b the write of line (3). Similarly, ric(C)b and wi
c(C)

�b are those of lines

(4) and (6) respectively. Let rip(C)
�b denote the last read in line (2) which caused p to break the while loop,

call such a read a successful read. Similarly, let ric(P)b be c's successful read in line (5).

Lemma 4.1 For any WO �nite pre�x of an in�nite computation CA of ALGS in a WO system, any set of

WO linearizations for p and c of the actions in CA satis�es the following constraints 8i; j � 1:

1. rip(P)b <Lp wi
p(P)

�b <Lp ri+1p (P)�b

2. ric(C)b <Lc w
i
c(C)

�b <Lc r
i+1
c (C)�b

3. rip(C)
�b <Lp wi

p(P)
�b

4. ric(P)b <Lc w
i
c(C)

�b

5. rip(C)b <Lp wj
c(C)

�b <Lp ri+1p (C)�b

6. ric(P)b <Lc w
j
p(P)

�b <Lc r
i+1
c (P)�b

7. w1
p(P)1 <Lc r

1
c (P)1

Proof: Constraints 1 and 2 are imposed by the de�nition of WO, which guarantees that program order is

maintained on per object basis.

Constraint 3 holds because individual processes are self-consistent (the result of an individual process

execution, without any other intervention, is the same as if it executed sequentially). Therefore, p can not

commit to wi
p(P)

�b before a successful read of C in the while loop. The same argument applies to constraint

4.

The reads by p of C in iterations i and i+1 must return opposite values. This means that a write by c to

C must intervene between them from p's point of view, thus establishing constraint 5. Constraint 6 follows

by a similar argument. Finally, constraint 7 follows from the initial state of P and C and from ALGS itself.

Claim 4.2 ALGS solves P1C1-queue in a system that is only WO.

Proof: Let CA be a WO �nite pre�x of an in�nite computation of ALGS in a WO system. We will show

that any set of linearizations of the actions of CA that satisfy WO will also satisfy Safety, Progress, and

Order.

Let CA contain n writes by p to P. If n = 0, then by the initial states of P and C, c must have performed

0 writes. If n = 1, then c must have performed 0 or 1 writes by Lemma 4.1 constraints 4 and 6. If n > 1,

then there must be at least n successful reads by p of C. By Lemma 4.1 constraint 5, there are at least n� 1

writes by c to C. But by constraints 6 and 7 of Lemma 4.1, there are at most n successful reads by c of P in

CA. Thus, CA has at most n writes by c (by Lemma 4.1 constraint 4). Therefore, CA contains either n or

n� 1 writes by c to C.

By the pigeon hole principle, before each successful read by c of P, there is one of the n writes by p.

Moreover, if there are only n� 1 reads by c of C, wn
p (P)b is placed after rn�1c (P)�b.

Precisely, <Lc = w1
p(P)1, r

1
c (P)j1, r

1
c (C)0, w

1
c (C)1, w

2
p(P)0, r

2
c (P)0, r

2
c (C)1, w

2
c (C)0 , ... , wn�1

p (P)vn�1b,

rn�1c (P)vn�1b, r
n�1
c (C)�b, wn�1

c (C)vn�1b, w
n
p (P)

�b, rnc (P)
�b, rnc (C)b, w

n
c (C)

�b.
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shared var:

P: array[0..n-1] of item (initialized to (? jj 0))

C: array[0..n-1] of item (initialized to (? jj 0))

define function b(it : item): returns the synchronization bit in it

define function v(it : item): returns the data bits in it

producer:

var

in : 0..n-1

itp : item

bitp : bit

in  0

repeat

... produce itp

bitp  b(P[in]) (1)

while b(C[in]) 6= bitp do nothing (2)

P[in]  v(itp) jj bitp (3)

in  in + 1 mod n

until false

consumer:

var

out : 0..n-1

itc : item

bitc : bit

out  0

repeat

bitc  b(C[out]) (4)

while b(itc  P[out]) = bitc do nothing (5)

C[out]  v(itc) jj bitc (6)

... consume itc

out  out + 1 mod n

until false

Figure 1: ALGS , a single-writer P1C1-queue algorithm
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Notice that for some i (1 � i � n), wi
p(P)b could occur in <Lc anywhere between ri�1c (P)�b and ric(P)b.

Similarly, ric(P)b could occur in <Lc anywhere between ri�1c (P)�b and wi
c(C)b However, the read by c of P in

the ith iteration must follow the write by p of P in ith iteration ensuring that the writes by p and c in the

ith iteration write the same value.

By examining <Lp in a similar manner, it is easy to conclude that each of p and c linearizes all their

writes such that these writes are interleaved. With the fact that p's writes are acts of production and c's

writes are signals of consumption, the above ensures that Safety, Progress, and Order are satis�ed.

Corollary 4.3 ALGS solves P1C1-queue in each of the systems of Claim 3.2 or each of the systems of

Corollary 3.4.

Proof: Each one of those systems is strictly stronger than WO. Furthermore, ALGS uses only single-writer

objects. Therefore, the corollary follows from Claim 4.2.

Whenever P1C1-queue (and hence P1C1-set) can be solved using only single-writer objects, it can be

solved using multi-writer objects. In fact, the multi-writer algorithm in Figure 2, ALGM, does not use the

trick of synchronization bits used in ALGS and is easier to prove correct [15]. We should also note that

there is a simpler single-writer algorithm than ALGS that solves P1C1-queue in a TSO system without swap

atomic instructions [15].

A solution to PmCn-queue can be constructed from a solution to CSP by protecting the queue structure

in a critical section, so that it is accessed by only one process at a time. Hence, SC and PC-G (with

multi-writers) systems can solve the PmCn-queue problem.

Claim 4.4 There is no solution for P1Cn-queue or PmC1-queue ,even for n = 2 or m = 2, in any of the

systems of Claim 3.2.

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Claim 3.2. We give the proof for P1Cn-queue, the PmC1-queue case

is very similar.

Suppose there is a solution to P1Cn-queue for some system, with producer p and two consumers c and d.

Consider Computation 5 where p places item � in the queue and quits, then c removes item � while d is idle:

Computation 5

8<
:

p : o
p
1
; o

p
2
; :::; o

p
k (p has produced item �:)

c : oc1; o
c
2; :::; o

c
l (c has consumed item �:)

d : �

By Progress, this computation must be possible in the system. Similarly the following computation is

also possible in the system. Note that Order guarantees that c will consume item � in Computation 5, and

that d will consume the same item � in Computation 6

Computation 6

8<
:

p : o
p
1
; o

p
2
; :::; o

p

k (p has produced item �:)

c : �

d : od1; o
d
2; :::; o

d
j (d has consumed item �:)

Notice that the sequence for p is identical in both Computation 5 and Computation 6, and that p

completes this sequence before c or d begin.

For each of the systems listed above, we will show that if Computation 5 and Computation 6 are possible

then so is the computation:

Computation 7

8<
:

p : o
p
1
; o

p
2
; :::; o

p
k (p has produced item �:)

c : oc1; o
c
2; :::; o

c
l (c has consumed item �:)

d : od1; o
d
2; :::; o

d
j (d has consumed item �:)

However, in Computation 7 both c and d have consumed the same item, contradicting the Safety require-

ment. Thus we can conclude that a solution to P1Cn-queue is impossible in that system.
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shared var: Q: array[0..n-1] of item (initialized to ?)

producer:

var

in : 0..n-1

itp : item

in  0

repeat

while Q[in] 6= ? do nothing

... produce itp

Q[in]  itp

in  in + 1 mod n

until false

consumer:

var

out : 0..n-1

itc : item

out  0

repeat

while Q[out] = ? do nothing

itc  Q[out]

Q[out]  ?
out  out + 1 mod n

... consume itc

until false

Figure 2: ALGM, a multi-writer P1C1-queue algorithm
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1. Let o
p
1
; :::; o

p
k; (o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
l )jw be a total order of (Ojp [ Ow) and let (o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k)jw; o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ;

(od1; :::; o
d
l )jw be a total order of (Ojc [ Ow), and let (o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k)jw; o

d
1; :::; o

d
l ; (o

c
1; :::; o

c
l )jw be a total

order of (Ojd [ Ow). Clearly each preserves
prog
�! and satis�es condition 2 of the de�nition of P-RAM.

Also, each is a linearization because each processor behaves exactly as it did in Computation 5 (or

Computation 6) where it acted alone and is followed by a segment containing only writes. Therefore,

Computation 7 is P-RAM. However, by Lemma 3.1, Computation 7 is also PC-G if it uses only single-

writer objects.

2. As shown in item 1, Computation 7 is P-RAM. To prove that Computation 7 is coherent, let ocm be

the �rst write to object x by c. Then,

(o
p
1
; :::; o

p
k ; o

c
1; :::; o

c
m�1; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j ; o

c
m; :::; o

c
l )jx is a total order on Ojx that clearly preserves

prog
�!. Each of

the segments (op
1
; :::; o

p
k; o

c
1; :::; o

c
m�1)jx, and (ocm; :::; o

c
l )jx and (od1; :::; o

d
j )jx occur in a possible computa-

tion; the �rst two are concatenated before there has been any write to x by c so that the computation

of d on x is unchanged from Computation 6. The last segment begins with a write to x which obliterate

any previous change to x by d so that the computation of c on x is unchanged from Computation 5.

Therefore the sequence is a linearization of Ojx, showing that Computation 7 is coherent.

3. To see that Computation 7 satis�es TSO, we imagine a situation where p completes its computation

and its write-bu�er is emptied �rst, then both c and d consume item � before the contents of their write-

bu�ers are committed to main memory. Speci�cally, let (Ow ;
writes
�! ) be (o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k; o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j )jw

which clearly preserves
prog
�!. Let

mergep
�! be o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k; (o

p
1
; :::; o

p
k; o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j )jw, and

mergec
�! be

(o
p
1
; :::; o

p
k)jw; o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; (o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j )jw, and

merged�! be (o
p
1
; :::; o

p
k)jw; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j ; (o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j )jw.

conditions 1, 2, 3, and 5 of TSO are obviously satis�ed. Condition 4 follows by an argument similar

to that in Claim 3.2 (3).

Corollary 4.5 There is no solution for P1Cn-queue or PmC1-queue ,even for n = 2 or m = 2, in any of

the systems of Corollary 3.4.

Corollary 4.6 There is no algorithm that solves PmCn-queue in any of the systems of Claim 3.2 or any of

the systems in Corollary 3.4 for m+ n � 3.

4.2 Set Problem

Although the PmCn-queue can not be solved in many weak systems, we show in this section that the PmCn-

set can be solved in many of those systems.

Claim 4.7 There is an algorithm that solves PmCn-set in a system that is only WO.

Proof: Since we can solve P1C1-queue in such a system, P1Cn-set can be solved by associating a separate

queue with each consumer. The producer inserts its items into these queues using any discipline, say round-

robin. Safety and Progress follow from the correctness of the P1C1-queue solution. Similarly, PmC1-set can

be solved by associating queues to producers. To solve the general PmCn-set we combine these two solutions.

If m � n let consumer ci consume from producers pik for ik � n, and similarly for n � m.

Corollary 4.8 There is an algorithm that solves PmCn-set in each of the systems of Claim 3.2 or each of

the systems of Corollary 3.4.

Proof: Each of these systems is strictly stronger than WO.

Again note that the impossibility results made no assumptions about the type of the objects. So, these

apply to both multi- and single-writers. Furthermore, the possibility results are proved for single-writers.

Therefore, they extend to multi-writer objects. A tabulated summary of these results is given in the next

section.
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5 Conclusion

Sequential consistency has been frequently assumed for work in analysis of distributed algorithms. Because

it is simpler and more constrained than weaker systems, it is easier to design algorithms for sequentially

consistent systems. However, current and proposed multiprocessor machines implement weaker models than

sequential consistency in order to enhance performance. In this paper, we have revisited the critical section

problem and the producer/consumer problem in the context of memory systems that are not sequentially

consistent.

Table 5 summarizes our impossibility and possibility results. We have shown that several weak memory

systems cannot support a solution to the critical section problem without additional synchronization or

powerful instructions. These systems include coherence, P-RAM, TSO, and PSO systems. In spite of

this, we have shown that certain versions of the producer/consumer problem can be solved without any

additional synchronization. In particular, even the weakest memory model, WO, can support a solution

to the producer/consumer mer queue problem for two processes (a single producer and a single consumer)

without the use of powerful synchronization primitives. Moreover, they can support a solution for any

number of processes if the requirement of ordered consumption is removed.

Weak system architectures provide additional powerful synchronization instructions. Because these in-

structions are expensive, it is useful to identify ways to avoid using these primitives and incurring the

corresponding performance degradation.

Table 1: Summary of possibilities (
p
) and impossibilities (

N
)

CSP P1C1-queue P1Cn-queue PmC1-queue PmCn-queue PmCn-set

TSO or PSO
N p N N N p

with basic objects

P-RAM & coherent
N p N N N p

but not PC-G

P-RAM-A
N p N N N p

PC-G
N p N N N p

with only single-writers

PC-G
p p p p p p

with multi-writers [4]

WOcoherent

N p N N N p

with ordinary actions

WO
N p N N N p

with ordinary actions

SC
p p p p p p
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